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NEW S TA INLESS PRIMUS WHEEL IS ERGONOMIC AND DURABLE
Few components on a boat are touched as frequently as its steering
wheel. That's why Schmitt & Ongaro Marine designed Primus, its new cast
stainless steel steering wheel, to deliver maxi mu m ergonomic all-day comfo rt
and engineered it for long-lasting, uncompromising du rability. The visually
striking wheel complements any helm and comes with a lifetime warranty.
The Primus is man ufactured using a unified investment casting,
including the i ntegrated ring, fo r massive strength. NMMA type -accepted
and CE certi fied, it's so strong, it greatly exceeds ABYC P -22 and ISO 8848
standards. Polished to a mirror -like finish, the 316L stainless steel provides
superior corrosion resistance and has minimal maintenance needs . Satinfinish and powder-coated versions will be available in the future.
Available in 13.5" and 15.5" di ameters, the rim is slightly thicker than
most other wheels. At 1–1/8", the larger size lessens the hand fatigue that's
common with thinn er styles.
UV-resistant bl ack Santoprene™ rubber provides all -weather control
and comfort, and a dramatic counterpoint to the gleaming stainless steel .
Underneath, finger grips deliver a su re, solid grip. It extends through the
top of the rim, pro vid ing additional gripping surface. The contiguous piece
of Santoprene also extends slightly under the spoke junction for a smooth ,
ergonomic fit . The result is an attractive wheel that matches any helm
décor.
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-2The Primus is available in three spoke configurations: sl otted with
decorative Santoprene insert s, open slots or solid. Edges have a slight
radius fo r comfort, without sacrificing its markedly defined appearance.
The optional stainless steel Control Knob is large and comfortable. It's
installe d on a spoke, 3/4" from the ri m edge, to ensure it won't interfere
with any controls or the driver's helm space. The installation has no visible
protruding fasteners to catch clothing or hinder the smooth tactile
experience. Schmitt designed the knob with glass ball bearings to eliminate
corrosion and provide a lifetime of free -spinning.
The Primus incorporates the industry standard 3/4" tapered hub. The
durable stainless steel center nut works with all steering systems, with
optional styles available.
OEMs appreciate the wide range of available options. Cu stom
Santoprene colors are available in quantity, and the knob and center nut
can be engraved with a corpo rate logo or model designation.
Ideal fo r center consoles, fly bridges, tower helms, RIBs and flats
boats, the Pri mus i s available for model year 2019, starti ng in May 2018.
The 13.5" model has an MSRP starting at $ 573.95 and the 15.5", $633.95.
Schmitt & Ongaro Marine manufacture s superior quality steering
wheels, horns, con trol arms and knobs, wipers and other high -quality
components for recreational and commercial vessels . Known for its superior
customer service, the company offers some of the strongest product
warranties in the industry.
Contact Schmitt & Ongaro Marine Pro ducts, 1001 Ranck Mill Rd .,
Lancaster, PA 17602. 866 -724-6488 ( 866-SCHMITT); Fax: 866 -329-7679
(866-FAXSMSW). sales@schmittsteering.com .
www.schmittongaromarine.com .

